Transcript by Ethan
Hello and welcome to Fan Out News. We are live in the studio. It’s Ethan here and today we
are going to start with the recent defeat of the Space -Bat-Angel-Dragon from The Iron Man.
And now I am going to hand you over to Bob Stuart with the details of what happened last
night.
Bob Stuart
PHEW! Here I am in Australia and behind me I have the daring battle field where the two
creatures fought until the space-bat-angel-dragon gave up. Additionally, to my left we have
the giant girder bed that the colossal Iron Man lay on, for his challenge against the spacebat-angel-dragon.
It’s been a horrendous month on Earth with all these crazy events happening. I can still taste
the smoke from The Iron Man v The space–bat-angel-dragon. It was nail biting when the
dragon went to the sun for the first time hoping the dragon will burn so the dragon will
grow weak. If the Iron Man’s plan had failed; we humans and all the living creatures on
Earth would be wiped out and the space-bat-angel-dragon would be the new ruler on Earth.
After the horrendous battle on Australia I have been lucky enough to meet the gigantic Iron
Man himself. This huge iron creature has told us that he felt like he was going to melt
because of how long he was on the red hot girder bed. He also felt very nervous when his
right ear as big as a school table, started to melt. Luckily the flames started to die down, and
he could not take a third round of strength. When the match of strength was finished he felt
proud, heroic, hungry and sorry for the wounded space-bat-angel-dragon because he is
black and blue all over and he now has ragged holes in his wings which must make it much
harder to fly round the Earth every night singing the music of the spheres.

